“After going through three pairs of parts store speakers in our combine, we’re glad
to have these tough speakers, which don’t seem to be bothered by the dust, rain or
vibration of the machinery”
—- P. Hale, Omaha

MARINER I (photo left)
MMA’s award-winning (top-of-the-line & stateof-the-art) 6.5” (7.0” total grill width), round,
flush-mount coaxial weatherproof speaker
system features a 6” heat, moisture and
percussion resistant primary driver, separate
(tripod mounted) 1” FerroFluid damped hioutput tweeter, white marine & UV resistant
ABS armored encasement & grill. * Requires
only 2.5” mounting depth; 100 watt
system capacity.
($299/pr+$22 S/H)
MARINER II
(middle pair in photo)
Same size & similar to MARINER I
but utilizes a dual cone design
(whizzer cone technology) to
reproduce high frequencies (vs.
separate tweeter in MARINER I).
50 watt system

($249/pr+$21 S/H)
MARINER III
(photo right)
Similar to MARINER II but in 5.25” (6.0” total
grill width) configuration. *1 5/8” mounting
depth; 50 watt system ($199/pr+$18 S/H)
* all models are 4ohm impedance

2-YEAR BULLETPROOF
MARINER MARINE WARRANTY
If any Mariner Marine Audio speaker fails
for any reason (other than abuse) within 24
months from purchase, return it to your
distributor w/proof of purchase for a free
replacement speaker (enclose $12.50/unit)

“Your newspaper ad didn’t do these speakers justice. They sound better than the
more expensive set that came with the boat, look better, and have lasted two seasons
despite my teenagers’ best efforts to both blow them up and drown them!” — B.
Ammundsen, Tulsa
“Your speaker solved the problem of needing both misters and a great sound
system on our back deck. We’ll be ordering another set
of four for the patio boat soon.” — A. Crenshaw, Houston
“We no longer have to replace speakers every year on our rental houseboats. The
Mariners sound great, look great, and take a licking!” — J. Orr, Havasu
“We love the Mariner I’s we
bought for our pool deck! The
sound is tops and now we don’t
have to worry about splash
fights and hoses.”
— S. Neirlansen, LA
“Now our restored CJ-7 sounds
better than the expensive system
in our new luxury car, but we have
no worries about dirt and weather.
We get envious comments all the
time! — D. Kennedy, Spokane
“My husband LOVES his new MMA
speakers. Now he’s always in his
fishing boat!” - R. Lee, Stuart, FL
Acclaimed MARINER MARINE AUDIO stereo loudspeaker systems
(manufactured for us by one of the world’s most respected speaker
companies) are reputed world wide for their brilliant design, rugged
construction, stylish appearance, quality sound reproduction and versatility of
use. All MMA hi-performance speaker systems are heat, water and
percussion (pressure shock) resistant, feature quality audio transducer
components, and are protected by a shock-proof, marine white (UV resistant)
armored encasement with integrated marine white grill. Applications: Boats
& yachts, ATV’s, open-air vehicles, motorcycles, snowmobiles, jet skis, ranch
& farm equipment, heavy construction equipment, spa and pool areas,
outbuildings, decks & patios, clubhouses, steam rooms, locker rooms, fitness
clubs, docks & boathouses, golf carts, golf
courses, catering vehicles, amusement
parks, etc. Warranty: Every pair is backed
by the best warranty in the marine speaker
business: a full TWO-YEAR REPLACEMENT warranty. Own the best in
element-resistant stereo speakers …
invest in a durable, versatile and
great-sounding pair of MMA’s!
* All models are heat, water & percussion resistant

Distributed by The Reeves Group, Yankee Hill, CA, 95965 & at select marine gear outlets. E-Mail: bartermail@aol.com

